Cranioplasty: indications, technique, and early results of autogenous split skull cranial vault reconstruction.
Since 1990, fresh autogenous split skull cranioplasty has been the preferred method of reconstructing complicated cranial defects at the Sunnybrook Hospital. Eight cases of split skull cranioplasties were reviewed to illustrate the indications and technical considerations of the procedure. Clinical factors believed to be detrimental to the outcome of split skull cranioplasty were identified by: 1) a history of an infected, failed, previous cranial reconstruction, 2) inadequate scalp or skin to cover the external surface of an anticipated skeletal vault reconstruction, 3) the communication of adjacent paranasal sinuses with the epidural space, 4) the presence of an avascular dead space posterior to the reconstructed cranium. These potentially negative influences were systematically addressed as part of the surgical routine in autogenous split skull cranioplasty.